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Abstract. We choose the well-known evolution strategy (ES) in the evolutionary computation (EC) community to solve the large-scale scheduling problem provided by Alibaba cloud services. Since the problem is
accompanied by multiple strong constraints, we design two additional
strategies for improving the search efficiency with a given limited computational cost. Compared with widely used numerical benchmark test
suits, this problem arises from the requirements of real-world applications and has strict constraints that cannot be violated, such as processing time, response timeout, load balance, and so on. The main contribution of this paper is to establish a bridge between EC algorithms
and the characteristics of real-world problems so that EC algorithms can
solve real-world problems more effectively and smoothly. Based on the
difficulties encountered in the experiment, we summarize some of our experiences and insights, and hope that they may bring new enlightenment
to the latecomers.
Keywords: Evolutionary computation · Evolution strategy · Scheduling
optimization · Large-scale optimization.
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Introduction

Optimization has always been a hot topic, and practitioners are committed to
reducing consumption costs while obtaining higher returns. With the continuous
growth of customers’ personalized demand and the advent of the era of big data,
real-world applications arising from industry have become quite complicated, so
that many traditional optimization methods, such as linear programming [1] and
nonlinear programming [2], are difficult to deal with these emerging large-scale
optimization problems. As a new branch of finding the global optimal solution,
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evolutionary computation (EC) algorithms have attracted extensive attention
[3] and solved many industrial problems successfully [4] thanks to their various
advantages, such as robustness, parallelism, and usability.
EC algorithms have similar optimization framework and usually maintain a
population composed of multiple individuals (candidate solutions). They borrow
the idea of survival of the fittest to improve the quality of individuals and gradually converge to the global optimum. Since the pioneering genetic algorithm [5]
started the upsurge of heuristic optimization, various novel EC algorithms have
been proposed after decades of development [6]. Among them, many powerful
EC algorithms have received lots of attention, e.g. evolution strategy (ES) [7],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [8], differential evolution (DE) [9] and others
[10] [11]. Besides, many researchers also focus on how to introduce new strategies
into existing EC algorithms to further improve their performance [12] [13]. For
example, some use the model of fitness landscape to reduce the number of fitness
evaluations [14] and accelerate EC search [15] [16]. Owing to their continuous
contribution, EC algorithms show excellent performance on various optimization
problems, e.g., multimodal optimization [17], multi-objective optimization [18],
and constrained optimization [19].
The main objective of this paper is to establish a bridge between EC algorithms and the characteristics of real-world problems so that EC algorithms can
solve real-world problems more effectively and smoothly. Specifically, we try to
analyze the match between the EC algorithms’ performance and the problem
characteristics by using the competition problem derived from real application
scenarios, so as to take them away from the laboratory and better serve the
industry.
Following this introductory Section, the Tianchi service scheduling problem
is described in Section 2, and we present our proposal comprehensively in Section
3. The parameter configuration of our proposal used in the competition is given
in Section 4. Although the results submitted to the organizer are not public, we
still give a detailed analysis of our proposal and offer several potential topics in
Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes our work.
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Tianchi Service Scheduling Problem

As one of the most important global cloud service providers, Alibaba cloud provides full-cycle technical services for numerous enterprises, government agencies
and developers. Every day, a large number of new technical problems (tasks)
from customers are submitted to the service system and need to be assigned
to technical experts for processing. Due to the rapid increase in demand, traditional rule-based scheduling schemes cannot meet the growing demand and
may cause some new contradictions, such as uneven dispatch and continuous
dispatch. Thus, it is necessary to rely on new scheduling algorithms that can
meet the large-scale needs of customers and balance various factors well [20].
This is also why the competition is held.
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Before explaining the competition problem, we first give some definitions to
avoid confusion in the subsequent description.
Task: a task refers to a problem to be solved raised by a customer. The system
will produce a task when the customer submits a problem to the cloud service
system.
Expert: the person who handles the tasks produced by the system.
Problem classification: the category of a problem is specified by a customer
when submitting the task.
Skill set: the corresponding relationship between the time required to solve
different problem classification and the experts.
The competition problem can be described as follows. There are I experts and
J tasks, each task belongs to only one problem classification and each expert has
his own dedicated skill set to show his field of expertise. All unfinished tasks are
needed to be assigned to experts and must meet the constraints mentioned below.
The organizer (Alibaba cloud service) uses three factors, i.e., (1) average response
timeout M̄ , (2) average processing efficiency R̄, and (3) standard deviation of
experts’ working time σL , to evaluate the submitted solutions. Here, the Eq. (1)
is used to calculate the score of a submitted solution in the preliminary stage.
The higher the score, the better the performance.

score =

c × R̄
a × M̄ + b × σL

(1)

where a, b, and c are constants, and they are set to 3, 2, and 3000, respectively.
When a task is submitted to the system, the timestamp is marked as the
generation time. The period from the generation time of a task to the first
processed timestamp is called the response time, and the period from the start
timestamp of processing to the end timestamp of the processing is called the
processing time. To ensure the customers’ service experience, each task has a
maximum response time limit T , that is, a task needs to be processed within the
time T after it is generated, otherwise it will be regarded as a service response
timeout. Besides, the processing time for an expert to complete a task depends
on his skill set, i.e., the processing time of an expert for different tasks is different.
A task that is being processed but not completed can be reassigned to another
expert, but the total number of task transfer is no more than five. Once a task is
transferred, the task must stay at least one time unit (one minute) in the assigned
expert, i.e., a task can only be assigned once within a minute, and the previous
processing progress is cleared and needs to start all over again. Naturally, a
completed task will not be reassigned again regardless of whether the maximum
number of allocations is reached. Besides, each expert is not allowed to handle
more than 3 tasks at the same time, and assumes that each task will be processed
immediately after it is assigned to an expert.
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Proposed Solution

Although a variety of powerful EC algorithms have been proposed, we choose
ES as the baseline algorithm on account of the better local search ability, and
propose two mutation methods to further customize our proposal. Besides, we
also design corresponding mechanisms to deal with the above constraints so that
our proposal can match the nature of the problem well.
The conventional ES algorithm mainly consists of mutation and selection
operations. The mutation operation uses normally distributed random vectors
to perturb µ parent individuals and then generate new λ offspring individuals.
Based on the fitness rankings, top µ individuals are selected to the next generation from λ offspring individuals or the mixed group of µ parent individuals
and λ offspring individuals. The above two operations are repeated to gradually
optimize candidate solutions until a termination condition is satisfied. Although
a large number of literatures show that the conventional ES plays an important
role in real number optimization, the competition problem can be classified as
a large-scale discrete problem. We thus propose the following two new mutation methods to replace the original mutation operation, but retain the original
greedy selection operation.
Random variation: randomly select k genes and change their values.
Random exchange: randomly select k genes and exchange their values.
where k is a predetermined constant to determine the number of modified genes.
Fig. 1 is an example to show the process of the proposed two mutations.

Fig. 1. Subgraphs (a) and (b) show the process of random variation and random exchange, respectively. The red parts indicate where the genes have changed.

We virtualize a real expert into three fictitious experts to solve the constraint
that an expert cannot handle more than three tasks at the same time. Fig. 2
shows the effect of virtualization experts. Three virtual experts have exactly
the same skill set as the original real expert before virtualization, but can only
handle one task instead of multiple tasks at the same time. In other words, we
transform the original constraint into whether there are free virtual experts to
accept tasks.
Since a task can be transferred up to five times between different experts, we
use the back-to-front order to assign virtual experts for handling tasks. Specifically, we first decide the last expert to complete the task, and then determine
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Fig. 2. A real expert is virtualized as three virtual experts, and all tasks are handled
by virtual experts instead of real experts.

whether it is necessary to assign other experts to take over the task in turn
from back to front. Suppose that the assigned sequence of experts dealing with
a given task is A, B, and C, which means that the task is handled by three
experts in total and experts A and C are the last and the first to deal with the
task respectively. First, expert C handles the task but does not complete it, the
task is then taken over by expert B. Similarly, expert B also does not complete
the task and transfers it to expert A. Finally, expert A successfully completes
the task, and the task is no longer assigned. Although we use a back-to-front
allocation method, the actual processing order of tasks is the opposite of the
allocation order. Besides, the task transfer is not mandatory, and no more than
5 transfers are allowed.

4

Experimental Evaluation

The organizer provides different data set in the preliminary and semifinal, however, only the data set for the preliminary round can be accessed freely, and
another undisclosed data set is used in the semifinal. Unfortunately, we cannot
know the implementation details of the other competitors, and only know the
ranking information of the submitted results. Here, we give a brief introduction
to the data set used in the preliminary round. The total number of tasks is 8840,
but there are only 107 types of tasks, i.e., a task belongs to only one task type,
but a task type may contain multiple different tasks. Compared to the number
of tasks, the number of experts is very small and set to 133. We thus can say
that the competition problem can be regarded as a large-scale discrete NP-hard
problem.
Based on the characteristics of the competition problem, an individual (candidate solution) is encoded into the structure shown in Fig. 3, which contains
5J genes. The first J genes represent the sequence of experts who finally completed tasks, and the following four J genes indicate the order of experts who
take over transferred tasks according to the back-to-front configuration method.
Since the organizer only allows the proposed algorithm to run for four hours and
output the optimal solution found, we thus use a two-stage search strategy to
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Fig. 3. The data structure of an individual. The first J genes record experts who finally
completed tasks, and following 4J genes record the sequence of experts who take over
tasks accord to the back-to-front order assignment. Only when tasks are transferred,
the following 4J genes will be configured.

determine the sequence of experts to handle tasks. Specifically, we first optimize
the experts who are most suitable to handle tasks in the first two hours based on
the three factors mentioned above, and then optimize whether tasks need to be
transferred in the remaining time to get a better score. Based on the perspective
of calculating cost and keeping feasible solutions, we only use one individual and
set the number of mutated genes, k, to 100.

5

Discussions

We start the discussion by analyzing the new benefits of our proposal. Since the
competition problem is a large-scale discrete problem with strong constraints,
we choose the conventional ES as the baseline algorithm since it has strong
local search ability, and customize two new mutation methods to better solve
to the competition problem. Generally, changing too many genes at once may
easily destroy the feasibility of individuals. We thus set the number of mutated
genes, k, to a smaller number to maintain the feasibility as much as possible and
gradually improve the quality of individuals.
Since constraint processing can improve search efficiency significantly and
avoid invalid search in infeasible areas, we design two strategies, i.e., virtualization experts and back-to-front configuration, to deal with constraints. The first
strategy, virtualization experts, can simplify the original constraint but keep the
exactly same restriction effect. In other words, the constraint is transformed into
whether there are available virtual experts to handle tasks, which can reduce the
cost of detecting constraint violations and improve operational efficiency.
The other strategies, back-to-front configuration, is to emphasize different
optimization indicators at different stages. Here, we are first committed to improving the efficiency of task processing, that is, let suitable experts finish the
task as much as possible in the first two hours, then determine whether to add
experts between task generation and final processing time to trigger task transfer in the remaining optimization time, which aims to reduce the response time
and balance the working time of experts. Fortunately, our proposal won the 16th
place among all 1382 participants.
Next, we would like to discuss the potential of our proposal. Not limited to
the ES selected as baseline algorithm, we can also choose other EC algorithms
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to combine our proposed strategies without drastically changing their original
optimization framework. As a first attempt, we fixed all the parameters in the
entire search process instead of adjusting them dynamically. Actually, we firmly
believe that the same problem may have different characteristics in different
optimization periods, and the search strategy should be changed accordingly.
Thus, how to use the information collected in evolution to tune parameters in
real-time may be a topic worthy of further study.
Different from manually constructed benchmark functions, real-world problems often have various inviolable constraints, and usually cannot use a large
number of fitness evaluations to optimize the problem. How to use a small
amount of fitness evaluations to obtain satisfactory feasible solutions is an urgent
problem that needs to be solved. Since every fitness evaluation may consume high
computational costs, we should make full use of the existing individuals even if
their fitness is poor. Thus, another potential topic is how to efficiently guide the
subsequent search using existing information.
Finally, we want to give some insights about the practicality of EC algorithms. As stated by the no free lunch theorem, no one algorithm can be applied
to all problems well. However, once we know the characteristics of the problem
to be optimized, we can customize EC algorithms so that they can show stronger
performance on the problem. We thus believe that establishing the connection
between EC algorithms and real-world problems will be an important means to
promote the practicality of EC algorithms.

6

Conclusion

We designed two constraint processing strategies and customized the ES algorithm to solve the competition problem provided by Alibaba Cloud. Although
our proposal has achieved good results according to the submitted ranking, there
is still much room to further improve our proposal.
In future work, we will try to use historical information to extract the characteristics of real-world problems, and use them to improve the performance of
EC algorithms.
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